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Kathy Green comes from the dry upland
valleys of southern California, where her
mother’s family were farmers and citrus growers.
Her mother’s generation, though, also cultivated
education. “On my mother’s side, they were all
basically teachers of one sort or another. So I
was always drawn to academia,” Green recalls.
Her father was a self-made man, a teenage
emigrant from Arkansas who built a successful
sandblasting business in the San Bernardino
valley town of Redlands. The company was so
successful that it drew her mother out of the
classroom to run the ofﬁce—but education
remained a priority. Green remembers, “I always
liked science and liked observation, but I also
enjoyed English and did well in things that
required writing.”
Biology won out at nearby Pomona
College. A big inﬂuence was her Genetics and
Developmental Biology professor, Larry Cohen.
“He was the ﬁrst person who showed me what
it was like to be a scientist,” Green recalls. “I
remember him coming back from a Keystone
meeting all excited. Here was this professor from
a small liberal arts college, and he was telling us
about the latest things he’d heard at the lectures
and about interacting with colleagues at the

meeting.” It was her ﬁrst glimpse of a global
scientiﬁc culture, Green explains, which still
delights her.

Everything a Biologist Could Want
Green picked Washington University in
St. Louis for graduate school because of
its innovative “umbrella” interdisciplinary
program that allowed her to tailor her own
curriculum in Cell and Developmental
Biology. Her thesis advisor was David Kirk,
an immunologist who had changed research
directions to study cell morphogenesis through
a new model organism, Volvox carteri. A
multicellular relative of the more famous
unicellular Chlamydomonas, Volvox had
everything that a cell biologist could want—
differentiated cell types, primitive light-sensing
eye spots, and specialized intercellular bridges
during embryogenesis. Moreover, Volvox
ﬁnished cell division with a contortionist’s
trick: The cleaving daughter cells must turn
themselves inside out to station their ﬂagella
outside the spheroid. This inversion process
fascinated Green. “I guess you could say
that my interest in the cytoskeleton and cell
attachment derived from Volvox.”
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To get up to speed on the cytoskeleton, Green took the
summer Physiology course in 1981 at the Marine Biological
Laboratory in Woods Hole, MA. There she met Northwestern’s
Bob Goldman, one of the pioneers of intermediate ﬁlaments
and current ASCB President-Elect. Green hit it off immediately
with Goldman and with his longtime research associate and wife,
Anne Goldman. In 1982, Green moved to Chicago to join the
Goldman lab as a postdoc.
But something equally important did not happen that ﬁrst
summer at Woods Hole. Thirty-four of the 36 students in the
physiology course took a one-week workshop on gene sequencing
taught by a hot-shot postdoc from MIT named Rex Chisholm.
Green was one of the two who didn’t. “I ﬁgured I could pick it
up later,” Green remembers. In any case, Green explains, that
ﬁrst summer both she and Chisholm were “otherwise involved.”
Several years later back in Woods Hole, Green and Chisholm
were not; they married in 1984.

Sequence of Events
By then, Chisholm had moved to Chicago to take a faculty post
at Northwestern’s medical school and set up his lab just down
the hall from Goldman’s. In 1986, Green ﬁnally took Chisholm’s
sequencing course. Green stayed in her husband’s lab long
enough to learn sequencing and develop an intriguing cDNA
library of bovine desmosomal genes. Switching then to human
desmosomes, Green founded her own lab in Northwestern’s
Pathology department in 1987.
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Today Green and Chisholm live in a downtown highrise apartment on Chicago’s “Gold Coast.” Their existence
is intensely urban—walking to work, shopping, and
entertainment. “I liked St. Louis,” Green recalls. “It’s a great
city, but Chicago is an order of magnitude greater.” The couple
are longtime supporters of Chicago’s Steppenwolf Theatre
Company and try to work their travel schedules around their
season tickets.
They both travel far and often on science business, but Green
contends that having collaborators and peers in distant places is
one of the great beneﬁts of the research life. Green and Chisholm
are both extremely active in the ASCB. Chisholm chairs the
Public Information Committee, and Green was just elected to a
three-year term on the ASCB Council.
The couple indulges their nonurban, nonscience side once
a year at the Green family summer house near Hebgen Lake
in southwest Montana. Life at the summer house is “roughing
it,” notes Green, only in the sense that hot water is limited,
TV reception is more so, and the Internet connection is dialup—all of which suit Green and Chisholm immensely. Back
in the city, they like to do gourmet cooking. “Rex really enjoys
doing complicated recipes,” Green explains. “He’s into starting
from the freshest ingredients. He doesn’t do leftovers. Me, I
like looking to see if I can put together something new from
what’s there. I like to be creative with the reagents in the
refrigerator.” 
—John Fleischman
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